LifeStyle

Get ready for summer vacations and road trips with these accessories for worry-free adventures.

— Joy Deangdeelert Cho

Mobile baby

Get a grip

Everything but the kitchen sink
The Grid-it Organizer ($25) holds all your digital devices firmly in place and fits easily in a laptop bag or suitcase. Available at www.cocooninnovations.com.

In case of emergency
The Ice-Qube Rescue and Survival Kit ($276) could prove valuable on a road trip. Available at www.ice-qube.com.

Portable pet
The Pet Travel-Trainer ($15) keeps your furry friend’s food and water all in one place and makes instant dining a snap. Available at the Container Store, 2000 Route 28 in Cherry Hill, and www.containerstore.com.

Joy Deangdeelert Cho
is a Philadelphia textile and graphic designer. Visit her design blog, Oh Joy!, at www.ohjoyblogs.com.

Are we there yet?
This Fun Kit by DwellStudio ($33), with crayons and a scribble pad, will keep the little ones occupied during that long flight or drive. Available at www.dwellingshop.com.